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$ KtrNYON COLLEGE.
—“that thy way may be known upon earth, thy saving health among all nations.”
VOE. S. GAMBIER, OHIO, FRIDAY, APRIE 8, 1831. NO. 35.
...GEORGE VV. MYERS, PRINTER... _______
We commend the following appeals to the prayerful perusal 
of all the friends of Kenyon College—and of “ all, who love 
our Lord Jesus Christ in sincerity.” They constitute the 
conclusion of the late publication of Bishop Chase, entitled 
the “ Defence of Kenyon College.” Our readers are, proba­
bly, nearly all aware that much of this pamphlet is occupied 
ih defending this institution against some injurious rumors in­
dustriously circulated by Mr. West, a former professed friend 
of Kenyon College, but who, leaving been disappointed in 
one of the wildest schemes of ungodly ambition, has since, by 
this means, endeavored to wreak his vengeance on that very 
object, which before he professed to love. One of this man’s 
most ruinous rumors is, that Kenyon College has already 
enough,—-most ruinous indeed would it be should it obtain uni­
versal credit. Bishop Chase points out the utter fallacy of 
this, and paints in lively colors'the desolate condition of Ken­
yon College at no distant period unless more aid be obtain­
ed from some source. This he was about to do, as may be 
seen by reference to the above mentioned publication, even 
bad not such rumors gone abroad. With reference to the sad 
desolation which he had so vividly depicted, the Bishop says—
Whether the evil here deprecated, come to 
pass or not, will depend on the blessing which may 
attend this last pubfitaiion, to save our sinking 
College. this uGvk and the unvar­
nished statements it contains, commend our cause 
to tb^‘ effectionate regard of those who love to do 
wdl; if God permit me still to find favor in the 
eyes of my former friends, this very fact will ac­
complish all we wish; for so numerous are they, 
even from the highest to the lowest in the Chris­
tian family, that should each one send to me, with­
out delay, the smallest trifle of bounty his heart 
could name, our plan in all its glorious features, 
would be accomplished, The wings of our Col­
lege would be built, our lands would be cleared, 
&nd our Institution enabled to afford the means of 
learning, for half what the world ever witnessed. 
Thus the very cause of our present distress and 
Sufferings, would prove but the pathway to final 
success; the wrath of man would be made to 
praise the Lord; every pang a blessing; and every 
tear a fountain of joy.
On the contrary, if, while I have been at work 
in building up, the open and secret enemy has not 
been idle in pulling down, the walls of Kenyon 
College—if the public mind has become alienated 
from me, by reason of unfounded and unworthy 
insinuations—if to the disappointment I experi­
enced from worldly minded politicians in Congress, 
there must now be added for me to suffer, the 
disappointment of my expectations ol support from 
the Christian family—if persons in high stations 
turn their faces from me, and the pious of all de­
grees say unto me, go, for your College has al­
ready enough—let the child take care of itself, 
before it is even grown to youth: then, indeed, 
have I done; my labor is ended; my day of toil 
for Kenyon College is over, and the night of rest 
is come. The busy scenes on Gambier Hill; the 
works of faith, love and piety for the benefit of 
Kenyon College, are cut short; the little army of 
(Students, their country’s hope, and the Church’s
joy, are gone, and in their places reign silence
and despair:—our fine domain, the last retreat of 
virtue, in her endeavors to educate youth, in 
seclusion from the vices of the world, forfeited for 
debts, and sold piece-meal by the unfeeling credi­
tors; onr buildings turned into scenes of intempe­
rance; and our College aheap of rubbish!
The picture of such a state of things even in 
imagination, is so painful to me, that I feel a con­
straining sense of duty, even at the hazard cf 
being censured for importunity, to plead for a 
few words more of intercession before I quit the 
subject in despair. Like Abraham interceding with 
the Destroying Angel, I would say, “0! let not 
the Lord be angry, and I will speak this once.” 
And to whom shall I speak? To them, surely, 
whom it concerns, more than all others, to hear: 
the Bishops of our Church.
You are by constitution, confirmed by civil 
charter, the Visitors of our College. When it 
errs, you are to bring it back to the path of duty; 
when it prospers, to you it looks for words of com­
mendation. Its honor is your honor; and its fu­
ture destiny is interwoven like web and woof, 
with the venerable names of those whom I am now 
addressing
Will not, then, an Institution, thus in alliance 
with our most excellent ch.iftcters, and with the 
best interest of our Chuv-:n asd country_ an In­
stitution possessing, by reason of its peculiar na­
ture and situation, more means of doing good on 
a great scale in this western country,*’than all 
others put within your reach—an Institution now 
struggling with difficulties, arising solely from its 
own magnitude, and the peculiar crisis of its affairs 
—an Institution now suddenly attacked by a 
second Korah, vain and sacrilegious in the extreme, 
from whom we have suffered much, and still must 
suffer more—will not our Institution, thus situated, 
command your sympathies?
Bear in mind that Kenyon College is the off­
spring of a public Providence, and as such, 
should receive the support of public inen. A 
child of the age of benificence, in which God 
hath cast our lot, and adopted into the family of 
the Episcopal Church in particular, it has a right­
ful claim on the Bishops themselves for support 
and patronage. From its birth to the present 
moment, the eyes of the Christian public have been 
fixed on it: and those who have charge of its 
tender infancy have not been unnoticed: and should 
it expire untimely, the event will he proclaimed 
by a shriek of anguish, wherever the love of truth 
and piety has extended.
In thus urging our claims, to the attention of 
the Episcopal Church in particular, we do not 
relinquish those which we have on the Christian 
community at large. What is peculiarly the duty 
of the Episcopal Church on some grounds of con­
sideration, may be no less binding, for other rea­
sons, on the consciences of others. All Christians 
in our country are, at this moment fighting a 
battle with the enemies of God and all goodness; and 
it would be well tor them, so far to make friends 
of this mammon of unrighteousness, as to learn 
wisdom from their example.
These enemies join their forces, or separate, as
seems best for their common purposes. If one 
is attacked, the rest think it for their common in­
terest to come to his support; and this happens 
to a much greater extent, than Christians have 
been, till of late, aware of. It is astonishing to 
see how all kinds of evil unite in withstanding the 
benevolent Institutions of the present day; and 
I could not but feel peculiarly gratified in seeing 
this subject so ably handled in the closing re­
port of the Prudential Committee of the American 
Board of Commissioners for Foreign Misssions, 
read by the Corresponding Secretary, Jeremiah 
Everts, Esq. at the late annual meeting, Boston.
He there said:—
“While the power of united effort has been 
proved, by numerous and successful labors for 
the accomplishment of good, a most marvellous 
tendency has been observed in all sorts of evil to 
coalesce, for the purpose of resisting truth, in all 
benign and holy influences. The most heterogene­
ous materials have been used by the god of this 
world in the erection of fortifications for the de­
fence of his empire. The opposition to the Gos­
pel is lively,strenuous, and malignant; and shows 
itself against every attempt to enlarge the limits 
of the church, and to bring new motives and nevz 
hopes to the minds of Pagans. Among all the re­
markable sights, which the men of this generation 
have beheld, there is nothing more wonderful, 
than the ease and rapidity, with which, those forms 
of wickedness, which have been usually found 
discordant, have lately been associated together, 
and on terms of the greatest intimacy. Thus po­
pery and infidelity—the most abject superstition 
and the most undisguised blasphemy—stand ready 
to aid each other, and to engage openly and 
violently, in the contest with true religion. All 
the ingredients of malevolence and impiety range 
themselves against God and his church, with 
a precision at least equal to that, which is 
observed in chemical affinities. No sooner does 
an enemy of the truth hoist his colors, than 
than all other enemeis of the truth, though fighting 
under different banners, cheer him, as if by a 
sympathy not less quick and unerring, than a natu­
ral instinct. So prompt and discriminating a 
union of discordant elements marks a new era 
in the moral administration of the world.”
Of all the enemies thus combining, there are 
none more formidable in this western country than 
ignorance and vice. These united, all denomina­
tions, as obstructions before the car of Juggernaut, 
must be crushed in their march. To resist 
effectually this combined evil, Bishop White in 
his three letters, so justly celebrated, to the 
American Quarterly Review, on the right use of
the Lord's day, gives us the following advice:_
“ To this evil, the only remedy ivill he in the eforts 
of all denominations to carry religious instruction to 
every corner of the land.''
Emboldened by the Christian liberality manifest­
ed in these extracts, I desire, before closing this 
my letter, to occupy a more elevated stand, from 
which I would address myself to the wise and
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liberal of all denominations in Ohio, in the United 
States, and in the Protestant world.
As a foundation of this my appeal, I beg leave 
to exhibit—
A summary of facts and, elementary principles of 
our Institution, by way of question and answer.
1. Quetf/on.* What was the original design of 
Kenyon College?
Answer: To bring the rate of expense of a pub­
lic education down so low as to be attainable by per­
sons in moderate circumstances, such as are the 
great mass ol people in the Western Country, who, 
as it now is, do not turn out annually a man of a 
liberal education, in proportion as one is to thirty 
thousand.
2. Question: What is required to do this?
Answer: Adequate means: that is to say, an
Establishment combining the benefits of 1st, 
Lands, 2nd, Buildings; 3d, Agriculture and gra­
zing, 4th, mechanical arts so far as the consumption 
of the College and all concerned in its operations, 
might require.
3. Question: Have you obtained these means?
Answer: We have obtained them in part. A
large tract of land was purchased, and paid for by 
means sent us from our friends in England. Our 
own country, most liberally, has given us, by 
way of private subscription, sufficient partially 
to accomplish our object in the erection of our 
Centre Building and making some necessary im­
provements on our land: but the chief source 
from which we looked for assistance, with reasona­
ble confidence, was the Public Government. If 
they had refused to give to other Colleges of an 
expensive character, it was hoped that they would 
do something for us here, where learning, the very 
pillar of all Republics, was offered to the people 
on cheaper terms than were ever thought of before. 
But failing in our application to Gongress we 
turned to private munificence, and found ourselves, 
as we stated, partially supplied; but a supply by 
no means adequate to our great design. The 
College building is not one fourth completed. 
Its centre or connecting part to the letter H, 
which the original draft exhibits, is the only part 
erected. This is 110 by 44, and 4 stories high. 
The wings are yet tp be built.
4. Question: Wjjat number of Students have
you? •
Answer: At present upwards of 150
5. Question: What ffieans have yog for accom­
modating so many?
Answer; The Centre Building of the College 
and three houses in Gambier village.
6. Question: Have you not been trying to erect 
another building, to accommodate the Grammar 
School and Scholars?
Answer’. Yes: but I regret to say, that it is of 
wood and of course perishable in its nature, and 
unworthy of so great and permanent establishment 
It is, however, substantially built, and will answer 
for the accommodation of 60 or 80 more Students; 
being 74 feet long, by 40 feet wide, part of it 3 
Stories high.
7. Question: Had you more room for accom­
modation, are you morally assured, you could 
increase your number of pupils to any great ex­
tent?
Answer: I have reason to think so; for many 
applicants are now keeping back for want of room 
and some who have actually come, have been ob­
liged to return disappointed.
8. Question: Are the means to make further 
accommodation, in permanent buildings, the chief 
object of your desires at present?
Answer: Yes. Had we our wings, the plan 
could go into full operation: at present it is in 
embryo; having little power to manifest its excel­
lencies.
9. Question: What proportion of your land, 
8000 acres, is in a state of cultivation and pasture?
Ansiver’. About one twelfth.
10. Q eustion: Does the produce of that supply I 
your family ?
Answer: No. Had we, however, a proportion­
able quantity of it in good grass, and a sufficient 
quantity of young cattle and fadings, it might af­
ford one-half of the provissions which our present 
family consumes.
11. Question: Suppose you had buildings erect­
ed to your mind, so as to accommodate your pro­
posed number of Students, 500 or 600, what quanti­
ty of ground would be necessary, to be under cultiva­
tion and pasturage, to enable you to keep the Stu­
dents at the reduced rates of expence at which 
you now keep them?
Answer: About two thousand.
12. Question: Have you that quantity of good 
bottom land on the south section of the College 
lands ?
Answer: If you add the rich glens to the river 
bottoms, there is more than that quantity.
13. Question: What is the remainder of your 
south section of 4000 acres, as to quality ?
Answer: Oak and Chesnut grounds interspers­
ed with various kinds of firewood, which ought to 
be reserved for timber, for fencing and fuel for 
the College, forever.
14. Question: Why don’t you sell the north sec­
tion to get means to go on with your great plans?
Answer: Because we cannot do it without a 
sacrifice: so much land is opened for sale by ■ 
Congress, at almost no price, that all wild lands 
are much below their real value; and these belong­
ing to the College, are peculiarly so.
The College now is struggling for existence. 
If it fail, the lands on the north section will have 
no more value than if that Institution had never- 
existed. We are convinced, at all events, they 
are worth more to the College than we can get for 
them; and therefore, think ourselves bound to re­
tain them. By the law of Ohio, we hold them free 
from taxes; and should God permit the Institution 
to surmount her present difficulties, without be­
ing obliged to sacrifice them, they might some of 
them be put into farms, and some constitute a fund 
for timber and for fuel for the College, at some 
future day, of immense value. Posterity will 
have great reason to bless God, for putting us un­
der the necessity of withholding our hand from 
sacrificing the College north section.
15. Question: To what amount of provision 
have you purchased within a year for the consump • 
tion of the College establishment, exclusive of 
what was raised on the College lands?
Answer: 5080 dollars 14|. cents.
16. Question: Are the prices the same as when 
you first published your terms ?
Answer: No. Every thing was then much 
lower than at present. Wheat was 25, it is now 
50 cents per bushel; Indian Corn was 10, it is 
25. do do; Pork was 1|, it is now 3 cents per 
pound.
17. Question: Why don’t you raise your terms 
in proportion to the rise of provision?
Answer: We should think ourselves perfectly 
justifiable in doing so, having hinted the possibil­
ity of such a state of things from the beginning.
But our Institution, not having been founded 
for the purpose of money getting, but for that of 
doing good to the less wealthy class of society: and 
being morally certain that we can maintain the 
Stud e ntsat the present prices, whenever our lands 
shall have been cleared and fenced, and our buil­
dings erected; it seems to us an object worthy 
of our greatest effort to get money to go on with­
out being obliged to raise our terms. It will be 
discouraging to the wishes of thousands, to see, 
by any fluctuation in our prices, that there is 
even a posibility of their failing to obtain the ob­
ject of their fondest hopes. Many a young man, 
now laboring for himself, to get his own education, 
and many parents now laying by their little ear­
nings, for their sons’ education at Kenyon College, 
simply because it is the cheapest in the world, will 
mourn, and perhaps utterly despair, at being told 
that our pricrs are raised.
Our country has 6een enough of literary insti- ,
tutions, as if on a principle of money getting, es­
tablished in towns land villages, replete with char­
acters, whose business it is to decoy youth into 
unnecessary expense, and through mercenary 
principles-to minister to tlfeir vices. Let us for 
one trial, have something else: an Institution 
founded and conducted on benevolent principles* 
and situated aloof from the temptations of the 
world; and wherein, if any thing be sold to the 
Students the very gains, from a wholesale to a 
retail price, may enable the College to diminish 
the pupils’ expenses.
Having made the experiment, and found it both 
excellent and practicable, who should it not be 
completed? There is no reason to give for aban­
doning it. Not to go on, in the accomplishment 
of so great a design, will add disgrace to crimi­
nality, for which, both Ohio, the United States, 
and the Protestant world, will have cause for sin­
cere compunction.
This is no fiction. However insignificant the' 
instrument, it is, nevertheless, a truth, that few 
things, in the present age, have obtained more 
extensive circulation, among the wise and benevo­
lent, than the design and operations of Kenyon 
College. Who, therefore, is willing to bear the 
weight of responsibility which its failure must- 
occasion.
Before so insupportable a load rest on me, let 
my feeble voice be heard in my own defence: let 
the contents of this book, more worthy of atten­
tion for the facts than the talents, for the truth 
than the ingenuity which it display's, be examined 
with patience: let me be tried bv my peers, those 
who are capable of judging in so great and impor­
tant matters, by honest as well as judicious men; 
and if I be found guilty, I am willing the shame 
should be on me, and me alone; and should 1 sink 
to rise no more in the estimation of men, I ana 
willing. In the other case, should I be acquitted, 
and still be doomed to suffer disappointment; 
should this Institution, notwithstanding all its ac­
knowledged qualities of unexampled usefulness, 
its practicability and the honest judgment which 
have attended its fS be suffered to fail for
want of that support which its importance demands 
and which reason yields, who then, Willingly, 
could occupy the place of responsibility! Will 
the State of Ohio willingly do this? Let the in. 
habitants remember they have much to answer 
for to posterity, to say nothing of another world, 
for the great folly of letting such an Institution as 
Kenyon College perish, without an effort to save it.
, For what, let me ask, is any country more to b© 
regarded than for its Institutions of learning and 
benevolence? And if these be not only exten­
sive in their character, decending to multitudes, 
never visited with the like privileges before, but 
permanent in the establishment, exhibiting build­
ings-, even in the woods, which would do credit 
to the older settlements, and yet are suffered to 
fail for the want of means; the weight of respon­
sibility is greatlv enhanced. This observation 
applies with peculiar force to the case of Kenyon 
College, considered in the light of both an useful 
and ornamental privilege, granted by the hand of 
a merciful Providence'to the State in which it is 
situated. If there is an object, which has attract­
ed the attention of the Christian world to Ohio, 
it is that of Kenyon College. If there is one thing 
which, more than another, hath caused the name 
of Ohio to spread far and wide, so as to attract 
the wealthy and industrous of other nations to 
her bosom, it is the name of this benevolent Institu­
tion. And will not the responsibility be too great 
for her to bear, were she now to withhold that aid, 
which interest, as well as reason and duty, demand 
at her hands ?
I do not now speak of the responsibility of this 
State in her legislative capacity. The I reasury, 
I know, is exhausted by other efforts of dorng good: 
'but I speak of the people of this State, individual­
ity, as single citizens, capable of seeing the truth,
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and feeling a personal interest in the State in 
which they dwell.
What gratification will it be to them, as such, 
to see me failing in the attainment of my objects? 
Suppose that, for want of timely aid, the College 
goes down, and I go with it?—My manifold im­
perfection, aggravated by the tongue of slander, 
may cause a momentary fit of joy, that an un­
worthy man hath fallen; and no one, in view of 
meeting a righteous Judge, feels more unworthy 
than myself; but when time like the passing 
wind, shall have long since blown the remembrance 
of my faults away, and the naked walls of Kenyon 
College appear to view, telling the sad story ot 
its untimely and undeserved fate, will their be no 
feelings of compunction.?
Suppose that one of your descendants, the future 
inhabitants of Ohio, shall visit the northwest corner 
room in the basement story of Kenyon College, 
where I am now writing this, and after witnessing 
the durable but deserted walls, shall pass out into 
the lone graveyard of Rosse Chapel, and inquire 
for my unnoticed grave; will it afford him a sub­
ject of comfortable reflection to be told, that for 
want of a little timely aid from the hand of his own 
ancestors, the College had failed, and that the man 
who sleeps there, died a victim to their penurious­
ness?
I know not how such a subject effects you. 
The chilling influence of sectarianism; because 
every thing, as it respects religious denominations, 
does not suit your views’; or of village patriotism, 
which teaches you to regard with jealousy or in­
difference, every improvement that is not within 
the reach of your town or dwelling may have 
frozen your heart into a kind of moral insensibili­
ty so that you cannot be effected at a subject like 
this; but for one that is desirous that good should 
be done to our common country, and to our com­
mon loved Christianity, and to the interests of 
pure religion, regardless of the denomination that 
performs it, is the subject deeply affecting; and a 
true consideration therefore will, it is hoped, lead 
to favorable and beneficial results.
But, as 1 observed, Ohio is not the only portion 
of our .country interested in the fate of Kenyon 
College. The whole United States are bound 
to sympathize in her sufferings and promote her 
welfare- Europe holds America responsible for 
the safe keeping, the prosperity or adversity of 
this Institution. This expression may seem to be 
taking high ground; but it is no higher than truth 
can maintain. Whatever America may have done, 
to attract the attention of Europe, the subject of 
Kenyon College has seldom failed to add the fee­
lings of tendernes to those of respect, amd to min­
gle the sweets of Christian charity in the cup of na­
tional intercourse. So true is this remark, that 
I feel a thrill of delightful consciousness in my 
soul in making it, which is difficult to express. 
And just in proportion as this sentiment is exqui ­
site, is my confidence unshaken, that after all the 
difficulties which we have suffered, or may suffer, 
one thing is true; that if America do no not help 
me to carry on and accomplish the plan of Kenyon 
College, Protestant Europe will.
But why not continue to unite in a work like 
this ? Why cease to pursue a path, which hitherto 
hath led to the enjoyment of so much good feel­
ing between the two nations? A path which 
had its commencement in an holy emulation 
to benefit the rising generation of the western 
countries. The great argument which influenced 
our English friends to open their hand of benefi­
cence so wide, and give so liberally, was this one 
predominant truth, viz: that so great a propor­
tion of the persons whose wahts were to be sup­
plied with the means ot religion and learning, 
tvere actually British born subjects, and their im­
mediate children. In the hearts of great and 
good men, the motives derived from a jealous 
political policy seldom enter; and instead of re­
garding these emigrants from Britain as having 
transferred their demands, for assistance in diffi­
culty entirely to America, their mother country 
still viewed them with tenderness when it was 
made clear, that in settling a new world there 
was too much to do to leave time or means to 
found institutions of learning necessary to per­
petuate civilized life; and consequently that there 
was great danger of their countrymen losing their 
moral and religious character ;the benevolent step­
ped forward, and freely gave the-needful boon: 
prompted by such goodness, our own country gave 
also; and how happy the result 1 Twice and three 
times blessed, was such an instance of Christian 
union. The mingling of these waters of benevo­
lence, did indeed overflow and fertilize our moral 
soil; and the fruits of holiness already begin to 
appear. Of this let all who know what is trans­
piring, and witness the extensive influence of this 
Institution in doing good, judge what I say. And 
shall all this be blighted by the breath of slander? 
Shall this rose in the wilderness be nipped in the 
bud? And shall none hereafter partake of its 
fragrance? We hope otherwise. For the honor 
of the Christian family, and for the good of mil­
lions of souls, we hope that wherever the pecu­
liarities of this case shall be known, every man will 
find himself inclined to do something, and that 
soon, to keep us from despair. Be the sum never 
so trifling, what a blessing will be the aggregate!
I am too old, and by reason ot my labors and 
recent bodily accidents, to infirm, to make many 
more excursions from my own diocese to solicit 
funds in person. I shall henceforth remain at home; 
and ‘taking my stand on the spot allotted for my 
grave, and in the view of the great day beyond it, 
that feoon awaits me, humbly yet firmly, assert my 
integrity for the past and implore aid for the future.
Every person who reads these lines, whether 
in America, Europe or Christendom, is most ear­
nestly entreated to send to me some token, how­
ever small, as a hearty “God speed” to our cause 
—some means whereby, before I die, I may be 
enabled to finish “the work which God hath given 
me to do."
Thus I have finished my letter; and, entreating 
your forgiveness for the liberty I have taken with 
your name and letter,
1 am, Dear Dr. Milnor, 
your faithful friend and servant,
PHILANDER CHASE. 
.Kenyon College, 17th. Feb. 1831.
From the New-York Observer. 
LETTER FROM WASHINGTON.
Washington city, March 7 1831. 
On Saturday, the 5th inst. the following record 
was made at Washington in the proper place;— 
“ Supreme Court of the United States. The 
Cherokee nation versus the State of Georgia. Bill 
in Chancery.” And the motion for an injunction 
was entertained by the Court, and the time for 
the argument appointed on Saturday of the current 
week. Yesterday (Sabbath) the same cause was 
carried, by the same plaintiffs and others in con­
junction, into a higher Court,, and a bill filed in 
the Chancery of Heaven: “The Indians versus 
the people of the United States.” The special 
religious solemnity spoken of as prospective in a 
former letter, was yesterday observed by Indians 
of several Tribes represented here, from the South, 
West, and North. In the morning they met by 
themselves, their religious services being conduct­
ed by the Rev Mr. Williams, of the St. Regis Tribe, 
in the English language—most of the Indians 
present understanding English. Others, however, 
took a part, and prayers were offered in the Indian 
language. In the evening, by special invitation, 
services were conducted by a Presbyterian clergy­
man—present a few white friends, male and fe­
male, from different parts of the country. A 
prayer was offered by one of the Cherokees in his 
language—also by a gentleman from Boston.— 
The services were had in both instances in a pri­
vate room—in the morning at Brown’s, in the eve­
ning at Gadsby’s;—no body, except some few
friends of the Indians, knowing any thing of it. 
It originated among themselves—and has been 
shaped and conducted by themselves. And I 
question, whether any set of men, in a day of adver­
sity and public gloom—with naught but darkness 
overshadowing and calamities heaped upon them 
—with great and mighty interests pending and at 
stake ever felt more religiously, more keenly, 
or more weightily, their dependence on that High 
and Almighty Providence, which controls the 
destinies of nations. One of these Chiefs, from 
the North West, a few days since sought an inter­
view with one of the friends of Indians in the Sen­
ate, whom he understood to be a religious, consci­
entious man. It was for this reason, that he wanted 
to see him. 1 happened to be present. Not being 
able to speak English, he addressed the Senator 
in his own tongue through an interpreter. The 
substance of his talk, which lasted perhavs fifteen 
minutes, was:—“We, Indians, have trusted too 
much in man. We feel, that we must trust in 
God.” His manner was humble, sincere, and 
affecting. He expressed his confidence in the 
Senator, because he was a Christian—and declared 
that this was the reason for which he wished to 
speak with him. He expressed his gratitude for 
the opportunity, and gave him his hand—the 
Indian’s pledge of friendship and his valedictory. 
This was all unexpected and quite moving. It 
demonstrated a deep religious feeling. The Sen­
ator replied in a few very appropriate remarks. 
The same Indian said to me afterwards in broken 
English :—“I glad I see him”—saw him—the 
Senator.
It is this sort of feeling, evidently, which has led 
these Indians, of themselves, to appoint and ob­
serve this special religious solemnity. They have 
been deeply serious, religious, devout. They 
seem to look above man—-to God. They have 
committed their cause—The cause of their people 
—to God’s hands, and they have done it in such 
circumstances—here at Washington,—where they 
have for years been suing for justice in vain— 
where laws have been enacted to strip them of 
their last hope, to nullify the solemn covenants 
between themselves and this nation,, in which were 
vested and guarantied ail their rights. Here— 
having tried in vain to move the heart of man to 
award them justice—they have sent up their united 
cry to heaven;—they have lodged their solemn 
appeal in the Council of the upper world; they 
have committed their cause to the heart of God, 
and resigned its disposal to his governance. And 
what is more—and what is to be feared—(to be 
feared?) they will continue to prosecute this suit 
at the Court above. A id they will have the voice 
of every Christian in this land. They have already 
enlisted the sympathies of the Christian world be­
yond the waters. Will not God hear? Will he 
not avenge the cry? Where is the conscience of 
this nation?—of this Government?—of this proud 
Republic?—Aye,proud—too proud—too unmind­
ful of God. Y ours, &c.
Notions.—With some people, earnestness is 
anger; plain Bible-truth speaking, lack of dignity; 
to say as you mean, rudeness; zeal in a righteous 
and urgent cause, fanaticism; an unequivocal dis­
approbation of vice and crime, uncharitable inhu­
manity; unwavering adherence to principle, imbe­
cility or stubbornness; disinterestedness, down­
right folly; unostentatious benevolence, a whim; 
pure friendship, an incomprehensible; piety, big­
otry; outward'show, religion; love of money, vir­
tuous sensibility; money, the .one thing needful;____ J-i.’x—
Indulgence.—“The parent,who takes pleasure 
in giving a child, after the age of eighteen months', 
all he craves, ‘should be represented,’says a cele­
brated physician, ‘as a directing post in a cross­
road, with three indexes, one pointing to an igno­
minious death, one to a lunatic asylum, and the 
other to poverty or distress.’ ”
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INSANITY. •
Much ado about nothing—little done about the great thing.
Lech Richmond.
The conduct of the great portion of mankind with 
regard to their spiritual concerns, bears so strong 
a resemblance to the conduct of those who labor 
under some alienation of mind, that the term in­
sanity, seems, in either case equally applicable to 
express the sad derangement of the mental facul­
ties.
Among the thousand different circumstances 
under which this soul-desolating disease manifests 
itself, it seldom happens that there is not connect­
ed with it a fearful dread of some imaginary ill 
or a great attachment to some useless things as 
though they were their unhappy possessor’s all-in- 
all. Although sometimes there is a kind of soul­
less, melancholy joy depicted on the countenance 
of the maniac, and though
“---------Oft beneath the glimmer ot the mccu
He chants some wild and melancholy tune,
Tiil o’er his soft’ning features seems to play 
A shadowy gleam of mind’s reluctant sway
yet even then he will often have some stick or 
stone, which he will preserve with the most watch­
ful care, like Poilok’s ruined Maid, who
“--------------------------- Carried in her hand
Some withered stalks, she gathered in the spring.
When any asked the cause, she smiled and said 
They were her sisters, and would come and watch 
Her grave when she was dead;” and who 
“ In lonely places walked and ever gazed 
Upon the withered stalks, and talked to them.”
But let us suppose a case a little more applica­
ble to our present purpose. Let us suppose, as a 
thousand instances of the woeful wreck of human 
reason warrant us in doing, ‘a poor, mindless, pale- 
faced, maniac boy,’ who supposes that stones are 
bread, and who labors with all his little feeble 
•strength, from morn till eve, in collecting them, to 
serve for food during that awful famine which his 
ruined imagination tells him is coming apace! 
Come ye, who by the mercy of God are still per­
mitted to possess your reason, in fancy stand with 
me beside this growing pile, and witness the anxie­
ty of the maniac boy. With what untiring zeal 
he labors to add one more stone to the useless heap, 
although his tottering frame, by the internal com­
motions of a ruined mind, is rendered but the shade 
of what it was ! But when it is added, his distort­
ed fancy tells him, perhaps, that there is less than 
there was before, or else, perhaps, that with all 
his efforts, he cannot so augment his store as to 
survive the approaching famine; then comes over 
his haggard, emaciated features the wildness of 
despair ; and giving utterance to his agony in low, 
discordant murmurs that do not form themselves in 
words, and for aught that we can tell are prayers; 
perhaps again he seems to hope, and again begins 
to increase his heap of stones.
Over such a scene as this, the tender bosom well 
may weep, and so much the more as any attempt 
to rescue the unhappy maniac from his delusion 
would but augment his anguish. Reason to him 
and you reason to the whirl-wind. Endeavor to 
persuade him that there is no such direful time of, 
need approaching as he fears, and that stones can 
never serve for food, and if his bosom has ever 
been the seat of tender affections, he himself may 
Wpep over your delusions, or else, which is more 
applicable to our present purpose, will vacantly 
laugh at your earnestness or angrily mock at your 
zeal.
All this is but a faint picture of that far more 
desolating insanity which seems to hold such im­
perious sway over the moral energies of fallen 
man. With emotions analogous to those with 
which we gazed upon the growing pile of the ma­
niac’s stones and wept over his desperate delusions, 
may we with reason suppose that the Heavenly 
Host looks down upon us. Knowing as they well 
do, that dying man is immortal too—that nothing ' 
short of eternal things can satisfy his heaven-born 
soul—that although in his present state of exist­
ence his time is but a moment, and a point his 
space; yet he is destined for another state, where 
his time shall be God’s own eternity, and his space 
perhaps God’s own creation—with what feelings 
must they behold him endeavoring to satisfy him­
self with things of time!
Oh! if angels can weep, surely it must be when 
contemplating such a scene as this—to see an im­
mortal being, pale and emaciated with intense 
anxiety, desperately bent upon heaping up his 
yellow dust, as useless as the maniac’s stones, as 
though it was for this alone that he was born, and 
as though it was this alone that could
“ Gild with refulgence the valley of shades.’*
With the same feelings may we suppose that the 
angelic band look upon those who fill up their few 
precious moments with the unhallowed pleasures 
of dissipated life, pompously misnamed ‘innocent 
amusements.’ They see that, to them, the ima­
ginary famine which fills the maniac's .soul with 
sad forebodings is a mournful reality—that in a 
few years their countenances will be marked with 
a deeper gloom, and more haggard despair than 
now sets upon the maniac’s brow; yet the poor 
maniac, following the dictates of his distracted 
mind, endeavors to provide against anticipated 
imaginary evil, while they, alas! more distract­
ed, do not give the subject which involves their 
eternal life and endless death, one single serious 
thought I Like the maniac, too, they repay with 
angry reproofs or taunting jeers, the kindness of 
those who fain would rescue them from their fatal 
delusions.
It is painful to witness the wreck of human in­
tellect in those who once were high in hope of fu­
ture eminence, and hear them
“Scold with idiot threat the roaming winds,”- 
but did things now appear, as they will when 
we shall have passed the ford of Jordan, and from 
thence look back upon this giddy world, far, far 
more painful would it be to witness the ten-fold 
worse insanity of those who madly refuse the of­
fers of mercy, and cry “peace—peace—when 
there is no peace.”
When angels gaze upon such scenes as these, I 
can but fancy them, their bosoms swelling with 
pity, as whispering to each otlier,
Come sixers, come away—for man is crazed.
S. E. F.
GREEN BAY MISSION.
For the information of those who are not con­
versant with the proceedings of the Society, we 
state the following particulars in relation to this 
Mission.
Its object is the instruction of the children, 
and, if practicable, the adults of the Menominee 
tribe in the common branches of education, the 
arts and habits of civilized life, and the truths of 
the Christian religion.
It was commenced in 1825, under the superin­
tendence of the-Rev. Mr. Nash. Mr. Nash ar­
rived at Green Bay early in the summer of that 
year, and remained there about 12 months. In 
June, 1826, he returned to Philadelphia; and not 
long after, his connexion with the Society was dis­
solved. At a special meeting of the Board of Di­
rectors, in October, 1827, the Board (for reasons 
which fully justified the measure,) passed a reso­
lution that all proceedings in relation to the Green 
Bay Mission be suspended until the next meeting 
of the Board; and that the Executive Committee 
be directed, in the interim, to make inquiries, and 
to devise a plan for a permanent location and es 
tablishment among the Aborigines. It having 
been ascertained that at a treaty which had been 
held in the summer of 1827 with the Indians, in 
the vicinity of Green Bay, provision had been 
made for an education establishment among them, 
the Executive Committee directed their secretary 
to open a correspondence with the Secretary of 
War in reference to this subject, and to obtain, if 
possible, assurance from government that the ap­
propriation proposed by this treaty should be placed
at the disposal of this Society. Assurances to 
this effect were promptly given by the Secretary 
of War. An arrangement was also effected, at 
the War Department, by which the occupancy of 
a very eligible tract of land connected both with 
the white settlement at Green Bay, and with the 
Indian country, was allowed to the Society.
In consequence of these measures the Execu- 
tive Committee determined to re-commence the 
Mission; and, after a short interval, appointed the 
Rev. R. F. Cadle, superintendent; Dr. Erastus 
Root, teacher; Mr. Albert G. Ellis, farmer, and 
his wife, housekeeper.
In the autumn of 1829, Mr. Cadle reached the 
fieliof his present labors, and immediately enter­
ed upon the duties devolving upon him. Premis­
es were hired at the Bay settlement; a school was 
opened which soon embraced thirty scholars; con­
tracts were entered into for the erection of buil­
dings on the Society’s ground, and every arrange­
ment made for an extensive Missionary establish­
ment.—Missionary Paper.
BUCHANAN’S ACCOUNT OF JUGGERNAUT.
Dr. Claudius Buchanan, an excellent man non 
gone to heaven, went to see the Temple of Jug­
gernaut, in Orissa, a large province in India.— 
When in sight of the Temple, he says—
“At nine o’clock this morning, the Temple of 
Juggernaut appeared in view at a great distance. 
When the multitude first saw it, they gave a shout, 
and fell to the ground and worshipped. I have 
heard nothing to-day but shouts and acclamations, 
by the successive bodies of pilgrims. Prom the 
place where I now stand, I have a view of a host 
of people, like an army, encamped at the outer 
gate of the town of Juggernaut.—I passed a de­
votee to-day, who laid himself down at every step, 
measuring the road to Juggernaut by the length 
of his body, as a penance of merit to please the 
god!”
Dr. Buchanan afterwards says—
“ I have seen Juggernaut. No record of an­
cient or modern history can give, I thuk, an ade­
quate idea of this Valley of Death: it may be truly 
compared with the Valley of Hinnom. The. idol, 
called Juggernaut, has been considered as the 
Moloch of the present age: and he is justly so 
named; for the sacrifices offered up to him, by 
self-devotement, are not less criminal, perhaps, nor 
less numerous, than those recorded of the Moloch 
of Canaan.
“Two other idols accompany Juggernaut, name­
ly, Boloram and Shubudra, his brother and sister, 
for there are three deities worshipped here— 
They receive equal adoration, and sit on throne® 
of nearly equal height.
Temple of Juggernaut.—“This morning (saya 
Dr. Buchanan) I viewed the Temple; a stupen­
dous fabric, and truly commensurate with the ex­
tensive sway of the “horrid king.” As other tem­
ples are usually adorned with figures emblematical 
of their religion; so Juggernaut has representa­
tions, numerous and various, of that vice which 
constitutes the essence of his worship. The walla 
and gates are covered with indecent emblems, in 
massive and durable sculpture.
The Car and the Idol.—“The throne of the fdol 
was placed on a stupendous car or tower, about 
sixty feet in height; resting on wheels which in­
dented the ground deeply, as they tnrned slowly 
under the ponderous machine. Attached to it 
were six cables, of the size and length of a ship e 
cable, by which the people drew it along. two 
the tower were the priests and satellites ol the 
idol, surrounding his throne. . r • . r t
The idol is a block of wood, having a rightful 
visage painted black, with a distended mouth ol a 
bloody color. His arms are of gold, and he is 
dressed in gorgeous apparel. The other two idols 
are of a white and yellow color. Five elephants 
preceded the three towers, bearing towering flags, 
dressed in crimson caparisons, and having bells
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hanging to their caparisons, which sounded musi­
cally as they moved.”
Dr. Buchanan himself saw, and thus describes
The Procession.—“I have returned home from 
witnessing a scene which I shall never forget. At 
twelve o’clock of this day (June 18th) being the 
great day of the feast, the Moloch of Hindustan 
was brought out of his temple, amidst the accla­
mations of hundreds of thousands of his worship­
pers. When the idol was placed on his throne, a 
shout was raised by the multitude, such as I had 
never heard before. It continued equable for a 
few minutes, and then gradually died away. Af­
ter a short interval of silence, a murmur was heard 
at a distance; all eyes were turned towards the 
place; and, behold a grove advancing! A body 
of men, having green branches, or palms, in their 
aands, approaching with great celerity. The peo­
ple opened g way for them, and when they had 
come up to the throne, they fell down before him 
that sat thereon, and worshipped; and the multi­
tude again sent forth a voice, like tke sound, of a 
great thunder. But the voices which I now heard 
were not those of melody or of joyful acclama­
tion; far there is no harmony in the praise of 
Moloch’s worshippers. Their number, indeed, 
brought to my mind the countless number of the 
Revelations; but their voices gave no tuneful 
Hosannah or Hallelujah; but rather a yell of ap­
probation, united with a kind of hissing applause.
A disgusting and wicked scene followed, which 
made Dr. Buchanan say—
“J felt a consciousness of doing wrong in wit­
nessing it. I was also somewhat appalled at the 
magnitude and horror of the spectacle. I felt 
like a guilty person, on whom all eyes were fixed; 
and 1 was about to withdraw'. But a scene of a 
different kind was now presented. The charac­
teristics of Moloch’s worship are obscenity and 
blood.—We have seen the former. Now comes 
the blood.
“After the tower had proceeded some way, a pil­
grim announced that he was ready to offer himself 
a sacrifice to the idol. He laid himself down in 
the road, before the tower as it was moving along, 
lying on his face, with his arms stretched forwards. 
The multitude passed round him, leaving the space 
clear; and he was crushed to death by the wheels 
»f the tower. A shout of joy was raised to the 
god. He is said to smile when the libation of 
blood is made. The people threw cowries, or 
small money, on the body of the victim, in appro­
bation of the deed. He was left to view a consi­
derable time; and was then carried to a place a 
little way out of the town, called, by the English, 
Golgotha, where the dead bodies are usually cast 
forth, and where dogs and vultures are ever seen. 
There I have just been, viewing his remains.
“ And this, thought I, is the worship of the 
Brahmins of Hindostan! and their worship, in its 
sublimest degree! What then shall we think of 
their private manners, and their moral principles?
For it is equally true of India, as of Europe_ if
you would know the state of the people, look at 
the state of the temple.
“ I beheld another distressing scene at the Place 
of Sculls,—a poor woman lying dead, or nearly 
dead, and her two children by her, looking at the 
dogs and vultures which were near. The people 
passed by without noticing the children. I asked 
them where was their home. They said “they 
had no home, but where their mother was.” O, 
there is no pity at Juggernaut! no mercy, no ten 
derness of heart in Moloch’s kingdom.
“ As to the number of worshippers assembled 
here, at this time, no accurate calculation can be 
made. The natives themselves, when speaking of 
the numbers at particular festivals, usually say 
that a lack of people (100,000) would not be miss­
ed. I asked a Brahmin how many he supposed 
were present at the most numerous festival he had 
ever witnessed. ‘How can I tell,’ said he, ‘how 
many grains there are in a handful of sand.’ ” i
I matter which] laying on of hands, .1 it were not
to exemplify in me the three orders of the minis­
try, 1st a deacon, 2dly a priest, 3dly a Bishop.’— 
The above are his words as they are already in 
print; the writer however, has a faint impression 
that Mr. West used the term ‘ Rt. Rev. Gentle­
man,’ in reference to Bishop Chase, instead of the 
title ‘Bishop;’ but that would not alter the case.
To the above Mr. Editor, I would add the testi­
mony of the Committee of the Ohio Convention, 
who in their report, when speaking of Mr. West’s 
public speech, say,
“ Your Committee understood Mr. West to say, on the first 
occasion partly from a written declaration, and partly extem­
poraneously, that the Bishop bad privately invested him with the 
spiritual character of a bishop, or at least that he solemnly pro­
mised to leave on record, in case of bis [the Bishop’s] decease, 
a recommendation of him [Mr. West] as bis successor.”
This is the report of the committee in reference 
to the circumstance which I have related above, 
the latter part of which arose from the artful in- 
terspersion, before mentioned, of 'appointment,' 
'recommending,' 'impressions,' &c. with the more 
positive assertions from whence the former clause 
originated. Here be it remembered, that this has 
reference to Mr. West’s public speech, at which 
however, the Committee of the Ohio Convention 
were present. But in his examination by that 
Committee, Mr. West would not even say that 
Bishop Chase promised to leave documents re­
commending him, as we learn from Bishop Chase’s 
circular to his brother bishops in the U. States.— 
Bishop Chase there says,
“ I also understand that he [Mr. West] says now, what be 
did not say to the Committee of the Convention of our dio­
cese, who examined him [see their report] on this subject, that 
I promised to leave documents, in case of my sudden death, 
signifying my wish for him to be my successor. This fact I 
deny,” &c.
The report of the Committee on this subject is 
as follows:—
“ Afterward, when Mr. West was asked by the Committee,
‘ Will you give your written statement concerning the Epis­
copacy, to the Committee?’ be declined a compliance, after 
repeated and earnest solicitations. And when the inquiry was 
made of him by the Committee, ‘ How could you suppose 
that Bishop Chase intended to exert his influence to make you 
his successor?’ Mr. West replied, “ My impression is, that 
the Bishop said he would recommend me.” Your Commit­
tee doubt not that such an impression existed on the mind of 
Mr. West; hut it appears to them that there is material dif­
ference between the positive assertion that Bishop Chase had 
invested him with the spiritual character of a bishop, or would 
leave on record a recommendation of him to the Episcopal of­
fice, and the above reply, “My impression is, that the Bishop 
said he would recommend me.’ ”
The name given by the Committee to the in­
congruity between Mr. West’s private examination 
and public defence was, ‘manifest inconsistency.’
From all that has been said, I trust that you are 
convinced, Mr. Editor, that Mr. West did say in 
his public speech at Gambier, that he had been 
privately consecrated a Bishop. I hope moreover 
that you now will recollect it yourself.
I said at the commencement of my observations, 
that the error of which I have been speaking was 
of but little consequence in itself considered, but 
that it was the circumstances of the case that gave 
it all its importance.—I have reason for both parts 
of this assertion. In the first place, the error it­
self is of but little importance, for it matters but 
very little indeed whether Mr. West asserted that 
he was a bishop, in Gambier, or waited until he 
arrived in New-York before he did it; and in the 
second place, circumstances render the error of 
no small importance, when it is considered that 
Bishop Chase in his late publication declares that 
Mr. West did, whilst here, say that he was a Bishop. 
This information was derived from many who heard 
Mr. West’s ‘speech,’ immediately after it was de­
livered, and no doubt the writer was one of those 
who communicated it.
Most respectfully, Mr. Editor, I am &c.
G-----  D----- .
Moments.— Years, weeks, and days, are not 
mine;—moments—Jiowsacred!—C. Buchanan.
Dr. Buchanan was quite exhausted by the sight
of these enormities, and he hastened away from 
the place sooner than he at first intended. He 
sat down on the banks of a lake within sight of 
Juggernaut, and wrote—
“I felt my mind relieved and happy, when I 
had passed beyond the confines of Juggernaut.— 
From an eminence to the pleasant banks of the 
Chilka Lake (where no human bones are seen;) I 
had a view of the lofty towers of Juggernaut; far 
remote, and while I viewed it, its abominations 
came to mind. It was on the morning of the Sab­
bath. Ruminating long on the wide and extend­
ed empire of Moloch in the Heathen world, I 
cherished in my thoughts the design of some 
Christian Institution, which being fostered by Bri­
tain, my Christian country, might gradually un­
dermine this baleful idolatry, and put out the me­
mory of it forever.”—Missionary Paper.
For the Gambier Observer.
Mn. Editor—I trust you will pardon me if I 
respectfully point out an error which appeared in 
an editorial article of the last number of the Ob­
server. The error itself is of but little conse­
quence, but such are the circumstances thrown 
round the affair as to make it of material impor­
tance.
The error to which I allude, is contained in the 
following expression relative to Mr. West: “But 
Mr. West did not, to our knowledge, call himself 
a Bishop whilst here, where the circumstances of 
his case were known.”
I understand, Mr. Editor by your remarks in 
conjunction with that which I have quoted, that 
you heard Mr. West’s public‘speech,’which, as 
you say, was before the Committee of the Ohio 
Convention, but which was nevertheless a different 
thing from their private examination of that gen­
tleman, as I may have occasion more particularly 
to remark. This, of course, is not for your informa­
tion. You also rightly observe that ‘his remarks 
then were of that amphibious character, that it 
was hardly possible to know what he designed us 
to understand,’ nevertheless, Mr. Editor, Mr. West 
did say in that address, that he had been made 
a Bishop by Bishop Chase, as perhaps a few re­
marks will bring to your recollection.
When Mr. West in that address related the cir­
cumstances of the case, he did it partly from a 
written declaration and partly extemporaneously. 
The import, and it is believed also, the very words 
of his written declaration are contained in the fol­
lowing paragraph extracted from his pamphlet 
published in New-York. Bishop Chase, he says, 
observed,
“ That it was impressed upon his mind that he should soon 
die, even before we should meet again—That he had no cler­
gyman in the diocese answerable to his wishes—That Provi­
dence had sent me to him at a most eventful period—That he 
believed it to be the will of God that I should succeed him in 
the diocese—That although the appointment to the diocese did 
not rest with him, yet he considered it his duty to open the 
way by recommending it, and that there should be a document 
to that effect left by him, or words of that import, as I then 
understood them. He then desired me to kneel down, and 
putting his hands upon my head, he solemnly (as the impres­
sion was on my mind at the time, as far as he had spiritual au­
thority) set me apart for that purpose. ” (p. 29.)
When Mr. West read this paper, he declared 
that it should go into print, and besides, for the 
sake of consistency, he would doubtless print 
what he had so publicly declared, that is if he 
printed any thing at all; however the words are 
not contended for—the import of what he then 
said is declared by more than one or two who heard 
him, to be the same as that conveyed by the words 
quoted;—yet, Mr. Editor, I acknowledge that 
‘appointment,' '•recommending and 'impression are 
so artfully coupled in this paragraph, with 'spiritu­
al authority,' that it would have been very difficult 
to have understood exactly what he did mean, had 
he not added extemporaneously the following re­
markable words, ‘what could the Bishop mean by 
a third [or & fourth .41s he has since said, including 
the ceremony of his being made A. M., but no
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FRAGMENTS OF A REDEEMED SINNER’S 
HISTORY.
[from a pastor’s scrap-book.]
The story of the Redeemer’s mercy is not told, 
when the simple history of all that is written in the 
Bible is given. Not till every name on the pages 
of the book of life has been read, and the leadings 
of God’s mysterious providence in regard to each 
One have been unfolded in eternity, can the whole 
history of Redemption be said to have been pub­
lished. The manner in which God leads a sinner 
from sin to holiness and from earth to heaven, is 
almost infinitely diversified. Dr. Johnson has 
somewhere said, that the memoir of any man, pro­
perly written, could not fail of being useful and 
interesting. I am confident the remark is correct, 
when applied to the history of a redeemed sinner. 
And I have sometimes thought it might form a 
part of the employment of heaven, neither with­
out deep interest, nor great benefit, to receive 
from the lips of each glorified spirit, a histor}’’ of 
his life on earth, especially that part of it which 
relates to his conversion and sanctification; and 
as these are more and more known, so much lou­
der may be the song, “ Great and marvelous are 
thy works, thou King of saints!”
I have sometimes had my own views of the 
mercy and wisdom of the Savior greatly elevated, 
by hearing individuals relate the dealings of God 
towards them; and not unfrequently I have noted 
down the most striking particulars of their rela­
tions. The following is from the lips of a young 
man now fitting for the ministry, as he was recent­
ly conversing with me in my study. I have selec­
ted only scraps of his history.
Among my very first recollections is the image 
of my sainted mother. We lived at the West, in 
what is now the flourishing State of Ohio, but was 
then a howling wilderness. My father was a mis ­
sionary, and my mother was one every way fitted 
to be h,is helper. He was gone much from home 
in search of the scattered sheep, and had less op­
portunity to impress his character upon me. But 
my mother!—she was as an angel to me. We 
lived in a log house, and had but one large room. 
Of course, she had. no closet there, but there 
was a beautiful grove a little back, and there as 
early as I can remember, this mother led me by 
the hand, and made me kneel by her side while 
she prayed aloud for my father and for me. At 
first I hardly understood it; but soon learned that 
God, who dwells far, far above those high trees, 
could hear her sweet voice, and was harkening to 
her. She used statedly to lead me there, and al­
ways laid her right hand on my head when she 
prayed, and an awful feeling always came over 
me. She never omitted this practice till her 
death. She died when I was cine years old, and 
was buried near by. During the most wicked pe­
riods of my life, I have never forgoten these im­
pressions. The grove is cut down now, but the 
spot seems a hallowed spot. Even since the grove 
is gone, and since my mother’s grave has become 
level with the contiguous ground, I have stood on 
this spot and her meek image seemed to be before 
me, and her voice, tremulous with feeling, seemed 
to come again to my ears, and I have been chained 
by the remembrance of her faithfulness and her 
love. No legacy could she have left me so pre­
cious, nor could her features have been so vividly 
and accurately impressed upon canvass, than they 
are upon my memory.
* * * ‘ * * * * *
Many years after my mother's death, I was in 
the hey-day of youth, and in a course of sin tru­
ly dreadful. The restraints of conscience were 
broken, and there was little to check me except 
my enrly education. My mother had died when 
I was a child, and I was now too far off from my 
father tor him to reach me, except by his prayers. 
I remember being one night at a ball, whither I 
w;2nt, as I should then have said, for rational and 
innocent amusement. I was introduced to a part­
ner—a young lady from a distant section of the 
country. After the dance for which we were 
partners, I entered into conversation with her con­
cerning the region from which she came. She 
gave me many interesting particulars of that then 
newly settled place, and among other things, men­
tioned the sickness of her father, and the kind and
continued attentions of a Mr. B----- , a missionary,
stating that Mr. B. had been to see her father ve­
ry frequently, and that she was much attached to 
him. She knew not my name. I replied, “that
Mr. B------, the missionary—is my father!” She
started as if from an adder. “Your father!—he 
your father!—what would he say if he knew you 
were here!” Had a dagger been thrust into me, 
I could not have felt the wound more deeply. It 
spoiled the evening; it ruined my peace; and 
though I know not that it can be said that it was 
the means of my awakening, yet I a>n confident it 
planted a thorn in my conscience which was never 
taken out till I had bowed to God with a broken 
heart. The giving and receiving of this keen re­
proof were both, as it were, involuntary, and showed 
that neither of our consciences could approve of 
the business of that evening, if compelled to speak 
out without restraint.
*** *****
A few days after the ball I was present at a
communion. At the table many of my near friends 
were found. The scene and the thoughts of a fu­
ture eternal separation affected me greatly. The 
sermon too reached my conscience, and I might at 
the close of the services, be said to have been un­
der strong convictions for sin. The same day a 
devoted deacon was accidentally, or rather provi­
dentially thrown in my way. He began to address 
me on the subject of my salvation, without know­
ing any thing of my previous history or of my 
feelings at that time. Then niv heart began to rise 
with abitternessnever known before. Irep eached 
him, pointed him to inconsistencies in the’chtirch, 
raved like a mad-man, and while my conscience 
was grinding me like a ini!l-stone, I still kept pour­
ing out my invectives. He bore it with meekness 
—perfectly unmoved, and by bis gentleness held 
up a shield which made every dart I threw recoil 
upon myself. flis Christian meekness was too 
much forme. I rose up and left him. Il he had 
only given one retort, shewn one angry feeling, it 
wonld have relieved me; but no: I could find no 
handle. I went out into a wood smarting under 
the wounds which I had been giving myself, and 
when I could stand under it no longer, returned— 
told the deacon my situation—asked his pardon, 
and begged his prayers. Truly, as Henry Martyn 
beautifully says, “ the power of gentleness is irre­
sistible.”
********
I had now been under deep and pungent con­
victions of sin for more than three weeks, I could 
not pray,—I could not feel sorry for sin, except as 
it must bring me to unspeakable ruin. There 
seemed to be no mercy for me. The heavens 
were brass, the earth was iron, and I was fast pre­
paring to look up and curse God. Perfectly sen­
sible of my situation, perfectly convinced that I 
deserved hell, I could not feel regret or humbled. 
Every feeling of my soul was deep enmity to the 
character and government of God. At last, after 
struggling with the terrified conscience, and the 
strivings of the spirit of God, / determined to take 
my own life! It Was not the result of a paroxysm 
of despair, but the cool deliberate determination 
of one who dares throw himself upon the “thick 
bosses of the Almighty’s buckler.” After coining 
to this determination, 1 selected my time and place. 
Not far from me was the river—and a little lower 
was a great fall. Thither I went resolved to re­
turn no more. The waters gathered themselves 
together into a narrow channel, and after whirling 
round several times, as if afraid to plunge, they 
were poured headlong over a time-worn rock, and 
fell forty feet or more, into a large basin beneath. 
I Just by the fall was a rock projecting out, and
even hanging over this basin. On that rock I 
placed myself preparatory to the deed. I looked 
down into the great basin forty feet below me, and 
there the fallen waters were boiling and foaming 
up, as if indignant at being thus cast down:—“fit 
emblem, I thought, of the raging—the hopeless 1a- 
ging of the wicked in the awful pit beneath!”— 
Above these waters, a cloud of spray was rolling 
itself up towards the heavens:—“fit emblem, I 
again thought, of the smoke of their torment, 
which ascendeth up forever and ever! But I will 
know the worst which God can inflict upon me. I 
will plunge in, in five minutes I shall know what 
hell is, and what is to be my situation for eternity ?* 
I drew myself back to take the plunge. There 
was no faultering—no shrinking of a single mus­
cle. But just as I was in the act of leaping, the 
hand of Omnipotence seemed to be laid upon me. 
Every nerve seemed to be paralyzed, and. every 
bodily function to fail. A cold shivering came 
over me, and I had not the strength of a child. 
I turned my face—the beautiful sun was shining, 
and for the first time the thought came, “perhaps 
there may yet be mercy;-—I will seek it till God takes 
my life?'’ * * * I can never think of this
temptation without feeling that I have truly been 
near the pit, and that man, if left by God, will 
quickly destroy both soul and body. O. E.
What is the Evidence?—When we see chil­
dren of professedly pious parents, fond of car­
nal amusements, associating freely with the gay 
and vicious, visiting on the Sabbath, engaging in 
trifling and frivolous conversation and other sinful 
amusements on God’s holy day, making light of 
things sacred and divine, &c. will it be uncharita­
ble to conclude there has been some radical defect in 
their education, or the parent has failed altogether 
to im t those holy precepts of the Bible accom­
panied nth corresponding example.
------------- - —--------- 11 • —*
The New Testament' Rejected.—The New 
Bedford Times says, “ We learn from a letter, re­
ceived by a respectable gentleman in this place, 
that a schoolmaster, in a certain town in this state, 
was dismissed by the school committee, and re­
fused his wages, for having permitted the New 
Testament to be read in his school! To the credit 
of the district, however, he was employed to teach 
! a private school; and a large majority of his for- 
■ mer scholars are his scholars still.
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Chirography—The Sunday School Journal at the close of 
a communication has the following note:—“ We believe that 
not less than ten persons have been employed in deciphering 
our friend’s manuscript. He will learn from this what value 
we place upon his communications.” A reproof truly, which 
many merit, sweetened with a compliment that few deserve.
We know a young man, who, writing to a friend, in the 
glow of his feelings forgot to guide his pen with accuracy, and 
received in due time in substance, the following reply - 
“ Were it not, my dear friend, that there appeared now and 
then a word at mighty intervals which, by dint of examination, 
I could perceive to i>e English, I should surely have takep 
your letter for a ‘ Choctaw Treaty- ’ ”
Sunday Schools in the West and Emigration.—It is 
said that the resolution of the American Sunday School Union 
in regard to the ‘ Great Valley,' has awakened the spirit of 
emigration beyond all former parallel in the Old States.
Family Library__ The Review of this work, published
in the ‘ Family Visiter & Sunday Sqjiool Magazine,’ and which 
has since appeared in the Observer, is highly spoken of in the 
Sunday-School Journal. That journal says, that “the work 
(the Family Library) is very severdy, decidedly and justly, con­
demned.” We believe so,—yet the ‘ Philadelphia Mail,’ which 
speaks the views of interested book-sellers, speaks in the most 
unmeasured terms of praise in regard to parts of the same work,
The absence of the editor will account for the want of edi­
torial matter this week.
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INTELLIGENCE. but to other tribunals, to assert their rights and
------ — redress their wrongs.
Society for Educating Pious Young Men for the \ Mr. Justice Baldwin delivered a very long se- 
Ministry of the Protestant Episcopal Church.—In ; parate opinion, agreeing entirely in the conclusion 
the Theological Repertory for December last, we ■ to which the majority of the Court had arrived,
find an account of the annual meeting held in Ba! 
timore on the 22d of October, 1830. At this 
meeting, the Right Rev. Bishop Moore, was elec­
ted President—The Rt. Rev. Bishop Meade, the 
Rev. Wm. Hawley, the Rev. J. P. K. Henshaw,
D. D. and the Rev. J. Johns, were elected Vice- 
Presidents—J. Hoolf, Treasurer, and C. A. Alex­
ander, Secretary. The report states that during appeared to us to be conclusive.—Nat. Int. 
the year preceding the meeting, the friends of the i 
Society found abundant reason for gratitude and Chief Justice Marshall.—A report has prevailed 
encouragement to renewed exertion. The annual > of ]ate, to which credit was generally attached, 
meeting of the Jjociety, the semi-annual meetings . that Judge Marshall had signified his intention of 
of Directors, and the monthly meetings of the (resigning his office at the termination of the ses- 
Standing Committee had proved fully competent, si011 of the supreme court. The particular junc- 
to the management of the local interests of the ’ ture of affairs—the dfficulty of finding a suitable
Society. The Society has, however, a general 
interest diffused through the community, for which 
it appears that no provision has as yet been made, 
either to awaken its energies, to secure its per­
formance, or to regulate its action. To supply 
this deficiency, the Society has resolved to ap-
point a general Agent, to be permanently devoted j on the authority of an intelligent gentleman just 
to its interests. I he receipts from Auxiliary So- ( from Washington—that it was generally believed 
cieties since the meeting in 1829, a period of more ! there, that the strong remonstrance of his friends 
than fourteen months, amounted to 1,896 97; .pa(j induced Judge Marshall to abandon, for the 
whether any thing was,received from other sour- present, the idea of retirement. The Opinion de-
ces is not stated.—Phila. Ilec.
Georgia and the Cherokees.— The Supreme Court 
of the United States terminated its annual session 
yesterday.
Among the decisions pronounced previous to 
the adjournment, was one upon the application, 
on the part of the Cherokee nation, for an injunc­
tion to stay certain proceedings of the State of 
Georgia. The decision of the Court was an une­
quivocal denial of the injunction. The American Bible Society, in their monthly
. , . , . . _ . „ extracts for March, speak thus m relation to their
I he opinion of the Court- was read by Chief funjs; 
Justice Marshall, and is therefore to be presumed 
to be from his luminous mipd and pen. We have 
not been able to obtain it for publication, anxious­
ly as we desired to do so. We heard it read, how­
ever, and shall venture so far to report the grounds 
of it, as to state, that the Court disclaims jurisdic­
tion of the case, on the ground that the Cherokee 
Nation is not a foreign nation, in the sense of the 
Constitution. 'These Indian nations, it is the opi­
nion of a majority of the Court, are not Sovereigns, 
independent of the Sovereignty of the United 
States, but Domestic dependent Nations, in a state 
of “pupilage” to the United States, or in a rela­
tion corresponding to that which wards have to 
their guardians. The Supreme Court, therefore, 
sannot take cognizance of cases to which it is 
sought to make them parties as Nations. With 
respect to the rights of the Cherokees, however, 
as individuals, to the lands guarantied to them, it 
was pretty distinctly intimated in the Opinion of 
the Court, that there is a mode by which they may 
brought before the Supreme Court for adjudi­
cation. forthwith the sum of 5000, in aid of the same 
The Opinion went on to say, that, if the objec-1 great work already mentioned. There was a union
tion to entertaining jurisdiction in. this case were 
not fatal to the application, there were other 
grounds on which an application for the inter­
ference of this Court in the case would encounter 
grave objections. If jurisdiction was exercised 
in the ease, it must be on the ground that the 
Cherokees are a foreign nation; and the relations
between foi^ign Powers and the States are placed ply. 2d, to loan the Parent Society the sum oU 
in the charge t,f a different branch of the Govern- j 3,000 at five per cent, taking the interest in 
ment. For this Court to undertake to arbitrate Books. And 3d, passed a resolution approving 
such questions, waffid be to assume a political of further efforts on the part of the Parent Socie- 
power not intended to be vested in it. If it were ty, by delegation or otherwise, to collect addition- 
true, as argued, that the Cherokee Nation is op- tai funds within the present limits of that Auxilia- 
pressed by the State of Georg.a, &c. &c. it be- iry. It is hoped that a suitable delegation will be 
longed not to this Court (the Opinion concluded,) l secured and sent from New-York to Boston in the
but not concurring in the view’s taken in the Opi­
nion which had been read.
Mr Justice Johnson also delivered a separate 
opinion on the question.
Our own opinion on the subject is of little con­
sequence; but the reasoning of the Court upon 
the Constitutional provisions bearing upon the case
successor, and the unlimited confidence reposed 
by the nation at large, in the integrity and trans­
cendent ability of Chief Justice Marshall, are suf­
ficient to account for the very lively regret, which 
the prospect of his resignation excites throughout 
the country. We are happy to state, however—
livered on Friday, in the case of the Cherokees 
vs. the State of Georgia, w’hich is from his pen, is 
said to be worthy of the meridian splendor of his 
intellect, and should dispel the fear—entertain­
ed by no one but himself—that advancing age 
has deprived his mind of its wonted energy and 
power.—Fredericksburg Arena,
[Chief Justice Marshall, it is stated on good authority, has 
been prevailed upon by his friends not to resign his office as he 
had intended.]
, The Newark Bible Society of New-Jersey has 
! recently paid into the Treasury .'- 500, the balance 
of its pledge of 1000 to the General Supply. 
The Female Bible Society of the same place has 
also contributed generously in aid of the same 
great object.
The Washington County Bible Society of Ohio 
has redeemed its pledge of 500; and has fur­
thermore undertaken to explore and supply an 
adjacent destitute county, the Parent Society fur­
nishing books.
The Rensselaer County Bible Society of New- 
York has recently paid into the Treasury $;l,590, 
being the balance of its generous pledge in aid 
of the General Supply.
The Berkshire County Bible Society, Massa­
chusetts, has also paid in the sum of 2,000, the 
same sum which was contributed last year, in aid 
of the General Supply.
On a late visit of Mr. Brigham to Worcester 
County, Massachusetts, the friends of the Auxil­
iary in that County Resolved to undertake to raise
of different denominations in this resolution, and , 
a heartiness in its adoption which leaves little j 
doubt that they will accomplish what they have j 
undertaken.
On a similar visit to Boston, the Trustees of the ! 
Massachusetts Bible Society resolved, 1st, to 
make a donation of .500 toward the General Sup-
course of the coming month or eariy in Apm, tor 
the important purpose suggested.
Latest from Mexico.—By an arrival at N. York, 
Mexico papers to the 22d of February have been 
received. They are very much occupied with 
documents relating to the unfortunate Ex-Presi­
dent Guerrero, who was captured in the south near 
the close of January. He was tried by a Council 
of War Oajaco on the 10 of February, found guilty, 
and sentenced to be shot; which sentenced wcrs 
carried into execution on the \Mh.
Extract of a letter dated Mexico, Feb. 17.— 
“In consequence of the execution of Guerrero, 
on the 14th inst. many of his party have espoused 
the cause of the existing government; and we 
have no doubt but our revolutionary troubles are 
at an end;—at least wre hope so. Alvarez is the 
only leading man now under arms, and the ex­
hausted state of his resources will soon compel 
him to abandon his important posts. Since the 
news of Guerrero’s execution reached Mexico, 
the city has exhibited a continual scene of festi­
vity. The bells of the Cathedral and the Con­
vents have been in constant motion for many 
hours.”—Mobile Register.
Greece.—There are now in the Peloponnesus 
18 schools for the Greek language, with 624 pu­
pils ; 25 schools on the Lancasterian plan, with 
1786 pupils. In the Isles of the Archipelago 
there are 31 schools for the Greek language, with 
1712 scholars; and 27 schools of Mutual Instruc­
tion, 3650 scholars, including, the house of Or­
phans, and the Central School. In Continental 
Greece a school for the Greek language has been 
established at Lepanto, and a house is now build­
ing at Missolonghi for the same purpose.—Globe.
Choctaws.—The translation of one of the Gos­
pels into the Choctaw language has been nearly 
finished by the missionaries, and will probably be 
printed during the next summer. Other books 
are in a state of forwardness.
Intolerance.—A petition has been, presented to 
the Assembly of Upper Canada, to prohibit Me­
thodist preachers from preaching in that province. 
This measure is attributed to the influence of Ro­
man Catholics. •
A pamphlet has been published in New-York, 
exposing the different gambling establishments of 
that city, the names of the proprietors, and of 
the pei sons who resort to them.
Constables.—It is said that there are no less 
than forty thousand constables in the city of Lon­
don.
John S. Thompson, Pastor of the First Univer- 
salist Church in Charlestown, Mass., has published 
his recantation of Universalism, as contrary to the 
Holy Scriptures, and to the belief of all enlight­
ened nations, and as incapable of producing any 
moral or religious reformation.
Since the last Revolution in France, a number 
of Infant Schools have been established in the 
Departments.
It is now culpable homicide in Bombay to 
aid a widow in burning herself with her husband’s 
corpse.
The Indian memorial recently forwarded from 
Pittsburg to Washington was of great length— 
that is the signatures. The column of names was 
thirty-sixfeet long.
The price of country produce in Ohio has greatly risen 
within a few months, at Newark, the present head of the ca­
nal, wheat is 75 cents per bushel, at Cleaveland 105.
Ordination.—A special ordination was held by 
Bishop Moore on the first Sunday in February, in 
Christ Church, Richmond, Virginia, when Mr. 
John H. Saunders, of Edenton, Norrh Carolina, 
was admitted io the holy order of Deacons. Ser­
mon and candidate presented by the Rev. Wm 
F. Lee.
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POETRY".
PRAYER.
When by sin overwhelm’d, shame covers our face,
We look unto Jesus, who saves us by grace;
We call on his name, from the gulf of despair,
And he plucks us from hell, in answer to prayer;
Prayer, prayer, sweet, sweet prayer,
Be it ever so feeble, there’s nothing like prayer.
When trials afflict us, and sorrows o’erflow,
When patience is weary, or sunk into wo,
To Jesus we look, on him cast our care,
And find certain relief, in answer to prayer :
Prayer, prayer, sweet, sweet prayer.
In all our distresses, there’s nothing like prayer.
When God we approach, through the Son of his love, 
Both his mercy and truth we know we shall prove; 
For our comfort and peace his arm is made bare,
And his grace we receive, in answer to prayer ;
Prayer, prayer, sweet, sweet prayer,
Be it ever so humble, there’s nothing like prayer.
But Thou, Spirit of truth,—*tis thine to inspire,
The faith that enkindles the spark of desire!
Which cleanses the heart and perfumes all the air, 
With the odour of incense, ascending from prayer,
Prayer, prayer, sweet, sweet prayer.
In all acts of devotion, there’s nothing like prayer!
When sickness assails, and to death we draw near, 
We’ll face the grim monster, divested of fear,
In Jesus’ rich love, we shall have a full share,
While the flame is kept bright in answer to prayer;
Prayer, prayer, sweet, sweet prayer,
Both in life and in death, there’s nothing like prayer!
INTERESTING FROM FRANCE.
We are indebted to a gentleman of this city for 
permission to publish the following highly inter­
esting extract of a letter, dated Paris, January 
29th, received by the last arrival from Havre.— 
New-York Observer.
A separation has taken place in the Catholic 
Church, and a portion of them have established a 
form of worship grounded upon views and princi­
ples that approach very near to Protestantism.— 
Some persons express doubts of the piety of the 
leaders in this ecclesiastical revolution. Time will 
show. Meantime I send you a copy of the Arti­
cles of Faith adopted by the Separatists, who style 
themselves the Orthodox Catholic Church. There 
is surely a wide field opened for action in this 
country, where the Bible is scarcely known, and 
so little of real religion exists.
Articles of Faith of the Orthodox Catholic Church.
1. The word of God is our only guide of faith.
2. We admit the three symbols of the Apos­
tles, of N. and of St. Athanasius.*
3. We recognize as canonical all the books of 
the Old and New Testaments that the reformed 
Church admit as such, and we consider the read­
ing of them as of indispensable necessity.
4. We believe that there are two sacraments of 
divine institution—Baptism and the Holy Supper. 
We admit the others only as pious ceremonies; 
that have existed from the earliest period of the 
Church.
5. The service of the Sacrament will no longer 
be performed in Latin, but in a familiar tongue 
after the ritual of the Church.
6. Auricular confession is not of divine pre­
cept; we do not require it of any one; but the 
faithful before approaching the Holy Table, should 
prepare themselves to receive general absolution.
7. We do not recognize any days of abstinence. 
As to fasting we submit it to the piety of the faith­
ful.
8. We admit a Hierarchy in the Church, and 
this hierarchy is to be composedof Bishops, Priests 
^nd Deacons.
9. Our veneration for the saints consists in 
thanking God for the grace he bestowed upon 
them.
10. Religious instruction being of the first ne­
cessity for the people, we consider it the most im­
portant of our duties to disseminate freely the 
Sread of the Word of God.
’ Jhe Apotfles’, Nicenc, and Athanasian Creeds,
“A Good Confession.”—A gentleman, who 
has recently passed through the Western part ol 
New-York, gives us, in substance, the following 
account. A minister in a certain town where 
wickedness abounded, fearing that the blood of 
souls would be found upon his skirts, solemnly re­
solved before God, to give himself more entirely 
to the great business of his mission, than he had 
hitherto done. This was a new era in his public 
ministry. From this time, he commenced a course 
of plain-dealing with the consciences of his peo­
ple. The change was visible alike, in his public 
discourses, and his private visitations. To pro­
mote the Glory of God in the salvation of souls, 
was the all absorbing object with him. Soon a 
powerful revival commenced, (the glorious work
in the town of S----- - of which wre have all read;)
—the Sword of the Spirit, cutting its way through 
the ranks of the ungodly, laid multitudes in the 
dust, before God. It was an awfully wicked place 
Public works employing hundreds of hands, were 
carried on as briskly upon the Sabbath, as on other 
days of the week. An individual of large pro­
perty, was extensively engaged in these works. 
The revival entered his dwelling, and set its seal 
upon one of its inmates. This threw him into a 
dreadful rage. He sent for the minister to meet 
him at his store—charged him with having made 
personal allusion to him in his prayers, and in his 
public discourses; and told him, that he might 
make a suitable confession, or be horse-whipped, 
at his option. ‘ 0,’ said the minister, nothing daun­
ted—‘if a confession will satisfy you, very well: I 
am willing to make a full confession, and ask par­
don. But, as you contend that the offence was of 
a public nature, it is but justice, that the confes­
sion should be public also; and if you say so, on 
the next Sabbath I will make my confession before 
the whole congregation.’ ‘Very well,’ said the 
man, ‘ that will do.’ The thing was soon noised 
through the town; the enemies of God shouted 
their triumphs, while his friends scarcely knew 
what to think of this strange affair. The Sabbath 
came; an immense crowd early assembled, to hear 
the confession. Every slip and aisle was filled to 
overflowing. At length the preacher rose in the 
pulpit, and in a solemn tone, remarked, that ‘bis 
own conscience condemned him; he had done ve­
ry wrong; he ought to have commenced upon 
them two years ago, when he first settled among 
them,—and he hoped the Lord would forgive 
him.’ ‘ See,’said he,‘the fruits of my labors for 
a few months past,—and O, if I had been thus 
faithful from the commencement of my ministry 
among you, what might not the Lord have accom­
plished, in this wicked place 1’—The revival still 
continues, with great power, in that place.—-Ob­
server Sf Telegraph.
Parental Duty.—Imagine a Christian parent, 
at the Day of Judgment, or if the reader be a pa­
rent, let him imagine himself, at the Day of 
Judgement, with his children and children’s chil­
dren, following him to the tribunal, and he will 
feel his parental station to be one of great dig­
nity, greater than belonged to Buonaparte, at the 
head of his myriads; of responsibility, higher than 
is entrusted to an angel. Shall that host of his 
posterity, as the grand separation to the right hand 
and to the left takes place, accompany him to re­
ceive the joyous benediction; or must he leave 
them to the justice of the Almighty and the con­
sequence of their sins ?
But, does the Parent reply, that he cannot bring 
bis children into the “narrow way,” that the re­
moval of their depravity is the work of the Holy 
Spirit? I ask him, but can you not lead them in­
to the paths of sin, and permit to grow up with­
in them, and even cherish, feelings, and passions, 
and motives, that will most assuredly greatly ag­
gravate their native depravity, and increase its 
resistance to the influence of the Holy Spirit? I 
ask him too, if he does not believe, that that 
Scripture means something, which says, “Train
up a child in the way he should go, and when he 
is old he will not depart from it?”
Roman Catholic Opposition to the Gos­
pel.—The priests, after the late revolution in 
France, tried to raise obstacles to the circulation 
of Tracts. A Jesuit, with insinuating manners, 
was sent to dissuade one from the work. But the
faithful distributor was not to be thus deceived._
He preached to him the Gospel of Christ; and 
though he threatened the Christian for holding a 
meeting in his house, the three days of July de­
prived him of his persecuting power. The same 
individual has assisted in establishing a depot of 
Bibles and Tracts; and since the fall of the Je­
suits, seven meetings are held in his vicinity every 
week. Roman Catholics frequent them and are 
making happy progress in Religious knowledge.— 
Christian Watchman.
Cato the Censor, being scurrilously treated by 
a fellow who led a licentious and dissolute life; 
‘•A contest,” said he “between thee and me is 
very unequal, for thou canst bear ill language 
with ease, and return it with pleasure; but as 
for my part, ’tis unusual for me to hear it, and dis ■ 
agreeable to speak it.”
MOUNT VERNON
FEMALE SEMINARY.
THE SCHOOL hitherto taught by Mrs. De Haro, will, for the future, he conducted on a more comprehensive plan, and will include a class of younger, as well as of more 
advanced pupils. Terms and course of study, as follows:
INTRODUCTORY CLASS:
Spelling, Reading, Writing and Arithmetic, per quarter, $3. 
PRIMARY CLASS :
The above, with Needle-work, English Grammar, Ancient 
and Modern Geography, - - - - $4
JUNIOR CLASS;
Ancient and Modern History, Rhetoric, Composition, Natu­
ral and Moral Philosophy, - - - - $6
SENIOR CLASS:
Review of Arithmetic, Grammar, Geography, History and 
Philosophy, with Composition, Astronomy, Chemistry, 
Botany, Fancy-work, Drawing and Painting, $8,
The services of Mr. Alling, a gentleman of an accomplish­
ed education, have been secured for the ensuing summer.
The next Quarter will commence on the 1st Wednes­
day of April next, in the “Lyceum Hall.”
Young ladies from a distance, can be accommodated 
with board, &c. either in the family of Mr. Alling or Dr. 
Russell.
Mount Vernon, Knox Co. Ohio, March 18.—4t
THE OBSERVER
IS PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY, AT
GAMBIER, KNOX COUNTY, OHIO.
TERMS—-Two Dollars per annum, if paid in advance, and 
Two Dollars and Fifty Cents, if at the end of six months'. 
No subscriptions received for a less term than one year. 
No papers discontinued until all arrearages are paid, except 
at the option of the publishers.
Those who may wish to have their papers discontinued, are re­
quested to give notice thereof, at least thirty days previous 
to the expiration of the term of their subscription, other­
wise, it will be considered a new engagement.
*t* All communications relative to this paper, must be d* 
rected to the Rt. Rev. P. Chase, Gambier, Knox Co. O‘K 
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